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Preface

This guide is written using a public relations perspective. The Public Relations Society of

America defines public relations as “a strategic communication process that builds

mutually beneficial relationships between organizations and their publics.” (PRSA –

About Public Relations | PRSA). Public relations efforts are about engaging and building

relationships with all stakeholders connected to an organization and working to

influence and affect the way an organization is perceived. You likely engage in some of

these efforts already on behalf of your organization - they can include everything from

publishing your company’s website to holding public events or tours of your facilities,

publishing press releases, participating in community improvement efforts, and more.

The information included in this guide uses the lens of public relations with the goal to

help your organization plan for, endure, and emerge from a crisis successfully – that is,

to have your business or organization remain standing. The guide was created as part of

a food safety outreach program grant through the U. S. Department of Agriculture’s

National Institute of Food and Agriculture. Our team’s grant efforts focused on produce

farmers in California’s Santa Maria Valley region and supporting their needs for training

related to the Food Safety Modernization Act’s Produce Safety Rule implementation for

small and very small farmers. Crisis planning is essential for organizations of all sizes,

yet few resources exist for organizations that cannot afford to hire public relations firms

to support their efforts. This guide has been created to provide resources to such

organizations as a starting point.

A second important aspect to note about this guide is that it focuses on crisis

communication – specifically communicating with stakeholders before, during, and

after a crisis. Crisis communication is a specialization in the public relations profession

and is connected to the larger/broader field of crisis management, which is outside of

the scope of this guide. Additional resources on crisis communication and crisis

management can be found in the resources section at the end.

Three academic textbooks have been used extensively to prepare this guide - thanks go

to these authors for their expertise. Efforts have been made to summarize and make the

academic language used in the books accessible to non-experts. The books are

● Coombs, W. T. (2019). Ongoing crisis communication: Planning, managing, and

responding, 5th ed. Sage.

● Fearn-Banks, K. (2017). Crisis communications: A casebook approach, 5th ed.

Routledge.

● Ulmer, R. R., Sellnow, T. L.,  & Seeger, M. W. (2019). Effective crisis communication:

Moving from crisis to opportunity, 4th ed. Sage.
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Introduction

Food safety-related crises have increased both in number and in consumer attention

over the past several decades (see “Food Safety Crisis Communication Presentation -

Cannon” document at the Food Safety Resource Clearinghouse). According to the

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), the costs associated with foodborne

illnesses are estimated at $17.6 billion in 2018, up $2 billion from approximately $15

billion in 2013 (this includes costs to businesses, associated medical costs, lost work

time, etc.).

One of the more recent notable food safety illness outbreaks related to romaine lettuce

in the fall of 2018 resulted in 62 illnesses and 25 hospitalizations across several states

(U.S. Food and Drug Administration, 2019). This outbreak, which received considerable

news media attention, was caused by E. coli O157:H7 bacterial contamination of

romaine lettuce. In response to the outbreak, Adam Bros. Farming Inc. located in Santa

Maria, CA (Santa Barbara County), recalled several products, including red leaf lettuce,

green leaf lettuce, and cauliflower (FDA, 2019).  The outbreak also prompted recalls

from food processors such as Spokane Produce, Inc., a firm that sourced leafy greens

from the affected farm for sandwiches and other products. Economists have yet to

estimate overall costs to the industry as a result of this particular crisis incident;

however, previous incidents have yielded costs in the millions of dollars.

“Pick any day of the week and you will find stories about train derailments, plane

crashes, funds used inappropriately at nonprofit organizations, explosions in

manufacturing facilities, workers shot or injured on the job, or E. coli-tainted beef,

turkey, chicken, or even bean sprouts. The bottom line is that all organizations should

learn as much as they can about crisis management” (Coombs, 2019).

This guide provides essential steps for organizations to use in preparing a crisis

communication plan based on research and the writings of experts.

Assumptions

As a user of this guide, it is assumed:

● You are part of a smaller organization wishing to plan for a crisis (not the size of a

major food company that can hire a big public relations firm to help you navigate

potential crises your organization may face)

● You are an organization involved in food production and food safety in some way

(hence the publication of this guide on the Food Safety Resource Clearinghouse)

● You and members of your organization operate in good faith. That is, you intend

to be honest and forthright in your business dealings, both as a regular mode of

operating and during any crisis situation. The assumption is that you and your
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organization intend to do the right thing rather than intentionally deceive, lie, or

conduct illegal business.

The purpose of this guide is to provide foundational crisis communication information

and to outline steps your organization can take to prepare and plan for a crisis that

you’re likely to experience.

Fundamental Truths About Crisis

Crisis communication efforts are not simple and easy, but the time and effort invested in

creating an action plan to help you and your organization face and withstand a crisis can

be extremely valuable. There are typically three possible outcomes after an organization

experiences a crisis. Situation 1 is where the organization continues on after the crisis,

with little or no damage to reputation or operation - this represents the ideal outcome.

Situation 2 is when the organization suffers notable/significant damage to reputation,

operation, etc., but continues to exist following the crisis (‘down, but not out’, so to

speak). Situation 3 is where the organization is so negatively affected by the crisis it

ceases to exist (goes out of business) - obviously the least desirable option. Clearly, the

goal is to emerge from a crisis in Situation 1, but Situation 2 is of course preferable to

the third.

Experts across the fields of crisis management and crisis communication agree it is a

matter of when, not if, your organization will face some kind of crisis situation. While

this guide was created to assist those in food production, facing food safety-related crisis

concerns, the steps included can absolutely be helpful for other types of crisis situations

your organization may face (think computer hacking, worker injury, manufacturing

accidents, etc.). The steps in preparing and planning for crisis communication are the

same.

Preparation and planning for a crisis helps reduce the negative outcomes for you, your

organization, and your stakeholders. It is critical in following the crisis planning and

preparation steps in this guide, that you understand who your organization’s

stakeholders are, what is important to them, what they think about your organization,

service, or product, and how best to get their feedback and communicate with them.

Crisis situations are about perception. An organization’s reputation and relationships

with its stakeholders are critical during a crisis. The 24/7 media cycle and

prevalence/reliance on digital media outlets mean information travels fast; bad

information seems to travel even faster. Crisis preparation and planning and working

with your organization’s stakeholders prior to a crisis can prevent a business from going

under. It is important to understand, however, that being prepared does not mean all
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will go according to plan during a crisis - you can only control your organization’s

actions. However, planning and preparation, and having a crisis communication plan

can aid organizations in positively affecting public perception, leading to successful

emergence from a crisis.

Misperceptions about Crises and Crisis Communication*

Crises build character.

● Instead, they show the character you/your organization already have.

Crises do not have any positive value.

● They can have positive outcomes – sometimes we see organizations emerge

stronger than ever.

Crisis communication is about determining responsibility and blame.

● It’s about way more than this, including being prepared and doing the right thing

to prevent damage.

Crisis communication is solely about getting information out to stakeholders.

● It’s about responding to stakeholders and acting according to the plan developed,

doing the right thing.

Crisis communication involves taking a rigid and defensive stance.

● Not being able to adapt to the events and circumstances of a crisis is potentially

terminal for an organization.

Crisis communication is about enacting elaborate prefabricated crisis plans.

● Plans need to be developed ahead of time, flexible, and provide guidelines, not

seen as “step by step” instruction manuals to be followed without thinking.

Crisis communication is about over-reassuring the public about the impact of the crisis

to avoid panic.

● Don’t over-reassure – be honest and as straightforward with stakeholders as

possible.

Crisis communication is about communicating only when new information is available.

● Consistent communication is best and builds trust.

Crisis communication is primarily about managing the image or reputation of an

organization.

● It’s really about focusing on a solution and lessening the impact on those most

affected by the crisis.

Crisis communication involves spinning the facts surrounding the crisis.

● Honesty and transparency, as much as possible, help build credibility and trust

with involved stakeholders.
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Lessons on Uncertainty and Crisis Communication*

● Organization members must accept that a crisis can start quickly and

unexpectedly.

● Organizations should not respond to crises with routine solutions.

● Threat is perceptual.

● Crisis communicators must communicate early and often following a crisis,

regardless of whether critical information about the crisis is available.

● Organizations should not purposely heighten the ambiguity of a crisis to deceive

or distract the public.

● Be prepared to defend your interpretation of the evidence surrounding a crisis.

● Without good intentions prior to a crisis, recovery is difficult to impossible ---

● If you believe your organization is not responsible for a crisis, you must build a

case for who is responsible and why.

● Organizations need to prepare for uncertainty through simulations and training.

● Crises challenge the way organizations think about and conduct their business.

*From Ulmer, Sellnow, & Seeger (2019)

Defining Crisis - Setting the Stage for Understanding

There are many experts, both practitioners and researchers, in the field of crisis

communication, and each has a slightly different approach to and definition of crisis.

This guide uses Coombs’ (2019) view of crisis in three stages: pre-crisis, crisis event (the

incident itself and immediate aftermath), and post-crisis. Three useful definitions of

crisis:
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Regardless of the definition, it is possible to see that crises threaten an organization’s

reputation and existence.

Key Components for Crisis Planning

There are two key elements that can make a significant difference in an organization’s

facing a crisis:

● Its existing positive relationships with stakeholders, and

● A crisis communication plan created by and for a specific crisis the organization

is likely to face.

The next section of this guide will address preparation and action steps organizations

can take to build resilience for a crisis.

Crisis Planning

Planning for a crisis, while often not a pleasant experience, is an essential process. It is

next to impossible for an organization to withstand a crisis successfully without having

completed preparation and planning steps, including the creation of a crisis

communication plan. Coombs (2019) emphasizes this and encourages organizations to

view crisis communication plans as only a map or guide, rather than a step-by-step list

of instructions that guarantee success or any specific outcome. Most importantly,

Coombs emphasizes that the process of planning for a crisis is just as important, if not

more so, than the creation of a crisis communication plan document.

Preparation

In order to draft an effective crisis communication plan, organizations must conduct a

crisis inventory, clearly identify stakeholders, and identify a Crisis Management Team.

The Crisis Inventory

Crisis communication expert Kathleen Fearn-Banks (2017) describes the process of

conducting a crisis inventory. The worksheet on the following pages is reproduced from

her textbook.

Action step: Conduct an inventory of the potential crises your organization

may face.

(see next page)
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Identifying Stakeholders

Identifying your organization’s stakeholders is a critical component of planning for

crisis situations. But it is also something you may have done previously for other

purposes (finding new clients or partners, determining who your organization’s

competitors are, etc.). If you do not have a list of stakeholders for your organization,

read through this section and complete the action step. If you do have a list of your

organization’s stakeholders, it would be helpful to compare it with the information in

this section to see if any groups or individuals might be added. Think specifically about

the crises you identified in your inventory activity - do you need to add any groups based

on the crises and impacts you identified?

Stakeholders are the people and groups who matter (in varying degrees) to your

organization, individuals or groups who are affected by or who can affect your

organization and its operations. Coombs (2019) defines stakeholders as “people or

groups who have an interest, right, claim or ownership role in an organization” and

identifies two main types:

● Primary stakeholders - these are generally those whose actions can harm or

benefit an organization

○ Examples - employees, investors, customers, suppliers, government

entities

● Secondary stakeholders - generally people or groups who can affect or be

affected by the actions of an organization

○ Examples - members of the media/media organizations, activist groups,

competitors

Identifying primary and secondary stakeholders can be helpful when communicating

during a crisis; primary stakeholders may need information more quickly than

secondary stakeholders, for example. For the purposes of this step in your planning,

clearly identify which of your organization’s stakeholders (both primary and secondary)

need to be included in your plans.

Stakeholder Relationships

Relationships with stakeholders are critical to your organization, and not only during a

crisis. Without strong stakeholder relationships prior to a crisis, experts say

organizations should expect to experience awkward and ineffective communications

during the crisis. In other words: if you don’t have positive and strong relationships with

your identified stakeholder groups (especially primary stakeholders) before a crisis,

expect to have challenges with these groups during the crisis and after.

In contrast, understanding and having strong relationships with your organization’s

stakeholders can go further than good media coverage in helping you emerge from the
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crisis with your organization intact and limited damage to it and your stakeholder

groups.

Action step: Use the diagram below to brainstorm a list of all your

organization’s stakeholders (groups and individuals).

Think broadly and creatively - who are the individuals and groups that matter to your

organization? Are they primary or secondary stakeholders? How do they prefer to

receive communication from your organization (do you know - if not, find out by

asking!)?

Diagram of potential stakeholder groups.

Establishing two-way communication with stakeholder groups is critical. Two-way

communication (also called the two-way symmetrical model in public relations) is where

an organization communicates with its stakeholders, listens to their needs and concerns,

adjusts its communication and operations accordingly, then listens again. In almost a

cycle of communication, with the goal to promote mutual understanding between the

organization and its publics/stakeholders. Two-way communication also helps

organizations resolve conflicts with stakeholders, promoting mutual understanding and

respect between the organization and its stakeholders. Be aware - not all stakeholders
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want and need to be communicated with in the same way, and should not all get the

same messages/information, especially during a crisis. Their info needs to be tailored to

their needs related to the organization.

By identifying a comprehensive list of your organization’s stakeholders, you have

identified those individuals and groups who have an interest in the work of your

organization. These individuals will likely be especially invested during a crisis situation.

Building Your Crisis Management Team

The Crisis Management Team is the group of individuals from your organization who

will lead your organization’s effort in managing and responding during the crisis you’ve

identified you are planning to address. Depending on the size of your organization and

the crisis you are planning for, it is possible CMT members may be outside of your

organization - think about whether your attorney/lawyer, financial advisor/accountant,

or other similar individuals may be relevant to include. CMT members are not limited to

those employed by your organization but should be chosen specifically to assist your

organization in addressing the crisis at hand.

In building your CMT, keep in mind that there is no ideal number of individuals to

include. Instead, choose your team members based on their expertise (content area

knowledge), functional role in your organization (job title/area of work), and their

ability to function well working with others during a crisis (interpersonal skills, also

referred to as social and emotional effectiveness skills).

Examples of content area expertise you may wish to consider in building your CMT.
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For your CMT, invite individuals with expertise in the topic/subject you’re planning for

and who may have specific content skills or expertise that could be helpful. Identify

people both inside and outside your organization who can help - are their allied industry

groups or partner organizations you work with that have people with experience in the

crisis you’re planning for? A couple of examples:

● Allied industry group person - your organization is small and you don’t have a

chief communications officer (or you do, but that person also holds other

responsibilities and roles). Say your organization is a small produce farm, and

you’re planning for a foodborne illness-related crisis. You belong to a local or

statewide organization that represents the interests of produce farmers in your

state, does lobbying work, etc. Say one of the advocacy organization’s staff

members has experience in crisis situations - this may be a person you’d like to

invite to your crisis management team if you have a positive and trusting

relationship with them.

● Imagine your organization is planning for a crisis involving a worker being

injured by heavy equipment and you have someone in your organization who has

extensive experience with and maybe even a safety certification related to

operating heavy equipment. It’s possible this person might not be in a

management position that would functionally lead them to be on the crisis

management team - say, they’re not a manager or in charge of the division - but

due to their expertise and experience in this area, it would be beneficial to include

them.

Examples of functional roles in an organization.
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Look for individuals who have functional roles in your organization relating to the

crisis you’re planning for - that is, if you’re planning for a crisis related to labor or work

stoppage, you would want to include the person in your organization who works most

closely with this issue/topic. If you are creating your crisis plan for a foodborne illness

incident, you would likely include individuals responsible for your safety plans.

Examples of interpersonal skills and social and emotional effectiveness skills for CMT members.

Finally, you’ll want to consider involving people on your CMT that have a specific set of

interpersonal skills. As crisis situations are by definition high tension and often

challenge an organization’s existence, it’s important to involve CMT members with

strong interpersonal skills. Academics writing about crisis communication call these

social and emotional effectiveness constructs; you might know them as “soft skills” or

people skills.

If your organization is small, you may have a small CMT. But be sure to consider who

you work with outside of your organization who may be able to assist, especially during

a crisis. Examples might be if you have an attorney you work with regularly who is

familiar with your business, a financial consultant or accountant, or other similar folks

who may be technically outside your organization but who would be assets to have on

your team when facing a crisis. Regardless of the size of your organization, each

individual on the team should fulfill a clear role; the most effective CMTs include only

those who are critical to the crisis your organization is planning to address. Creating

your CMT is not a case of “more is better” - be selective about how many and which
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individuals you include in this group. Only include those who are critical to the crisis

you’re planning for - this is not a “one size fits all” group.

Once you have identified the individuals for your Crisis Management Team, it’s time to

create the crisis communication plan.

The Crisis Communication Plan

To this point, you have created a crisis inventory and determined which crisis your

organization is likely to face that will likely have a significant impact that you will create

your crisis communication plan to address, clearly identified your organization’s likely

involved stakeholders, and identified a Crisis Management Team to lead your crisis

efforts. The next step is to draft the crisis communication plan document itself.

Crisis plans should be flexible and usable, living documents that are augmented when

necessary. They are communication documents that need to be edited and tailored to

your organization, and reviewed and updated regularly. These plans are a reference tool

for your CMT to use in navigating a crisis; they are not step by step directions to follow

that guarantee a specific outcome for your organization.

Make sure after putting together a crisis plan that it does not sit on a shelf - review it at

least once a year, and a smart idea is to review it and make any necessary edits when

similar crises happen to your competitors or other organizations in your industry.

Remember, the process you go through in preparing and thinking through this plan is as

important as the plan itself - almost more important, because of the experiences and

learning that occur among your CMT and organization along the way.

Crisis Communication Plan Contents

As noted above, there are numerous practical and academic experts working in the

discipline of crisis communication. Thus, each has a slightly different list of components

for inclusion in crisis communication plans. The sections outlined here are those

commonly appearing in crisis communication resources, and will best serve you in

preparing and planning for the crisis.

Crisis Communication Plan sections:

● Acknowledgments

● Confidentiality Statement, the signature of CMT members

● Rehearsal Dates

● Introduction

● Crisis Management Team list and current contact information
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● Stakeholders’ Contact Information

● Incident Report Forms

● Communication Strategy Worksheets

● Stakeholder Contact Worksheet

● Crisis Directory/Secondary Contact Lists

● Pre-gathered Information

● Proprietary Information Reminder

● Technical Jargon Warning/Glossary

● Crisis Appendix

Each section is important - completing each section helps you and your organization in

planning effectively for a crisis. Coombs (2019) categorizes the information in a CCP

into three groups or components: documentation, contact information, and reminders.

Recommended sections are briefly described below:

Acknowledgments (documentation) - Acknowledge the individuals involved in this

planning and preparation process, including those on the Crisis Management Team and

any advisors. It’s important to acknowledge these individuals’ efforts at preparing the

organization to face the crisis your plan addresses.

Confidentiality Statement, the signature of CMT members (documentation) -

The crisis communication plan will often include an organization’s confidential and/or

proprietary information. A confidentiality statement and the signatures of the CMT

members will remind those involved in the crisis to maintain confidentiality and not

share information that should not be disclosed outside your organization.

Rehearsal dates (documentation) - Rehearsing for a crisis is a critical step and one

that may be overlooked due to time and resources, especially in smaller organizations.

Experts strongly recommend conducting rehearsals for the crisis situation outlined in

your plan, as it can help greatly with preparation. For organizations involved in food

production and who have food safety concerns, consider a rehearsal similar to the

preparations you make for unannounced government inspections or audits of your

production facilities. You take time and effort to prepare for those situations, so why not

prepare for a crisis situation that can threaten the continued existence of your

organization by completing a crisis rehearsal?

Experts in crisis communication repeatedly emphasize the value of rehearsing for the

crisis your plan addresses and listing the dates of those rehearsals at the beginning of

the plan document helps remind the CMT that the plan is a living document that needs

regular and frequent updating.
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Introduction (documentation) - Your organization’s leader (president, CEO, or

similar) should write a brief introduction to the plan, explaining why it was created and

reminding the CMT and anyone using the plan what its purpose is - to help the

organization emerge successfully from a crisis. This information documents your

organization’s commitment to using the plan and helps reiterate support for the work

done in planning for the crisis.

Crisis management team list and current contact information (contact

information) - Use this section to list the members of your CMT and their up-to-date

contact information. This is a key section to continually update as members' information

changes, or as members are added to or removed from the team.

Stakeholder groups and individuals’ contact information (contact information)

- This is another section that can and should be actively updated as information

changes. List the groups and individuals you identified as organization stakeholders in

the planning process and provide a place for all relevant contact information and names.

Make notes about whether a phone number listed is a mobile number and can/should

be used to text, or is a landline, and list social media information if it's relevant (if

you/your organization use social platforms to communicate with stakeholders).

Incident report forms (documentation) - These forms should be unique to your

organization and be created to include information specific to the crisis your plan

addresses.

It is critical that the CMT document the crisis incident(s) with detailed information and

each step taken to address it, so the whole team has this key information and

understands what happened and what you’re doing about it. Not only will this

information be used when evaluating your crisis response afterward, but it will help you

keep track during a busy and stressful time.

Incident report forms should at a minimum include

● When the incident was first discovered

● Where it occurred

● When organizations and individuals were contacted about the crisis

● What actions were taken to address the crisis

● Who took the actions and when

● The results of the actions taken

Communication strategy worksheets (documentation) - These provide your

planned strategy messages to stakeholder groups about the crisis.
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Similar to incident report forms, these worksheets should be developed by your

organization to ensure they include information specific to your needs and the crisis

you’re planning for. They help remind your CMT that any and all communication by

your organization during a crisis must be strategic - that each time you communicate

you have a specific purpose. These are worksheets that describe what you intend to

communicate to each stakeholder about the crisis. They should prompt you to consider

exactly which stakeholder group or individual you’re speaking to, what the specific goal

of your communication is, and what you’re trying to achieve with it, and includes a copy

of the message communicated. Essentially, these worksheets specify the procedures that

need to be used to respond to each identified stakeholder group for the crisis.

Coombs (2019), specifies what kind of information should be included in these

worksheets, which again, may vary according to your organization and the crisis you’re

planning for, but should generally include:

● Identification of a spokesperson who will respond to media inquiries (remember,

media are a stakeholder group!)

● Description of who will contact each stakeholder groups and what information

should be provided. Also, provide the name of the CMT member in charge of

contacting which organizations/stakeholders.

● Clearly identify the message(s)that should be communicated - attach a copy of

the actual message distributed to the stakeholder/audience.

Stakeholder Contact Worksheet (documentation) - These sheets document and

describe what information stakeholder groups (and individuals) should have shared

with them.

It is essential to have a place to document procedures CMT members need to use when a

call, email, social media post, or other contact is received. Specify where contact

attempts should be routed (to whom) and who will answer each one. Also, be sure to

identify a spokesperson to respond to media and have that person prepare and practice

media responses.

Oftentimes, media are the primary stakeholder group organizations see as needing

information. However, other stakeholder groups who matter to your organization may

need information as well. Don’t overlook others like community leaders, employees and

their families, investors, maybe even bloggers or non-traditional media people or

organizations. While these other stakeholder groups may have lower priority than your

primary stakeholders such as mass media and government regulators/agency people

you’re working with during a crisis, don’t neglect them!

Stakeholder contact worksheets are records of these requests and your organization’s

responses. Be sure to include:
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● Who the contact is from - organization, individual, etc. - and when it came in,

● The request itself

● What information was provided

● The method used to respond - phone call, email, or something else? Usually, it’s

best to communicate information, in the same manner as it was requested; if a

request for information was made by phone call, it’s best to call back and provide

information. This may not always be possible, however.

● Information about the contact and what follow-up, if any, was promised

● Any necessary details

Example Stakeholder Contact Worksheet:

Stakeholder

organization

name

Who

contacted

them

When

contact

made

Channel/

platform

used for

contact

Inquiry

made

Response

provided

Follow-up

promised &

date

Details of

follow-up

Be aware, that while some stakeholder groups may have a lower priority for

communication during a crisis, it is important to not overlook them - their needs for

information are legitimate, and neglecting to provide it can seriously damage your

organization’s relationships with these groups. For instance, it may be tempting to

respond only to media requests during the crisis due to a high volume of requests from

all kinds of stakeholders. However, you need to develop steps to communicate with all

stakeholders who might contact your organization during a crisis.
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Each group has different needs for information and to have it delivered in a way that

they prefer/need to get their information. An example: Employees - if you have an

employee intranet or website and this is where they typically get information about your

organization and its operations, it is most

Crisis Directory/Secondary Contact Lists (documentation) - This section provides

contact information for all the stakeholder groups and individuals you identified during

your crisis planning process. Provide details about who should be contacted and who in

your organization is responsible for communicating with each group during the crisis.

Include

● Stakeholder type (primary v. secondary, internal/external, government,

customer, etc.)

● Contact name(s), title

● Organizational affiliation, if necessary

● Contact information

● Name of the person from your organization responsible for contacting them

Pre-gathered Information (documentation) - When preparing this section it’s

important to think of the questions you will likely be asked during a crisis. Here is where

you can provide information and resources in an easily accessible format, specific to the

crisis you’ve prepared for, which will be useful and easily found during a time of high

pressure and stress.

As an example, if the crisis your plan addresses is related to a worker being injured on

the job, you might be asked questions related to your organization’s safety record and

thus you could include a fact sheet about your company’s safety statistics. You may also

include information about when core machinery was last serviced, how it’s

operated/maintained, and if there have been previous similar or related injuries.

Another example is if your plan addresses a food-safety-related crisis, you will likely be

asked if your organization has ever had a product recalled, or if your operation has ever

been identified as the cause of a foodborne illness outbreak. Include information about

your food safety record, including results of any FSMA inspections or audits so those

details are easily accessed and you don’t have to go looking for them during the crisis.

Again using the example of a food-safety-related crisis, say an E. coli outbreak, you

could include a fact sheet from the CDC that outlines how the pathogen affects or

sickens human beings, what symptoms are prevalent, how often in the past 10 years E.

coli infections have been reported, etc.
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Sample material for this section:

● Crisis Communication Command Center details - where your center of

operations will be located (on or off premises, etc.), what supplies are needed.

Consider reviewing this article for ideas: Command and Control: Setting Up the

Crisis Command Center - prcg

● Press release templates - A resource for examples and a template: How to

Write a Crisis Press Release (+ Template & Examples)

● Background information on your organization, leading employees (such as

your CEO/president, founder, etc.) - click here for a resource on creating

backgrounders: Backgrounders and Why Your Press Release Better Have One

(Including Examples)

● Fact sheets

○ Resource about creating fact sheets: How to Write a Fact Sheet | Fujita &

Miura Public Relations

○ An example of a digital fact sheet with data and images: Social Media Fact

Sheet

○ A webinar from CDC about creating fact sheets

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2VxfY4RGMMI

● Related documentation

○ Audit details and results (internal or external)

○ Forms and information documenting your compliance with laws like

FSMA and the Produce Safety Rule, etc.

● Key messages

○ Help drafting general key messages - Successfully Communicating With

Key Messages - Western City Magazine

○ Crisis communication specific key message advice: Formulate Key

Messages

● List of topic specialists who may be contacted for their expertise related to

the crisis - examples may include university researchers, industry experts

● List of websites, related links - examples might include government

agencies such as the CDC and food safety/foodborne illness outbreak

information, relevant legislation or government regulations

● Plans for holding press conferences

● Media relations material - questions members of the media will likely ask about

the crisis, trick questions, media relations tips and advice

Proprietary Information (reminder) - This section serves as a reminder to those

using the crisis communication plan that information contained in the document is

sensitive. Most organizations treat the CCP as a confidential document, and this section

should explain what information and or policies in the plan should not be shared

publicly. Coombs gives the example that organizations should never divulge trade
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secrets that allow them to maintain a competitive edge without a compelling reason. An

important note is to ensure that your organization does not release information such as

the names of victims until family members have been notified (Coombs, 2019).

Technical Jargon Warning, Glossary, Definitions (reminder) - Call this section

what works best for your plan, but be sure to provide a list of terms related to the crisis

you are planning for that will likely need a clear definition for some stakeholders or

audiences you communicate with. Communicating using jargon can impede effective

and clear communication, which is especially critical during a crisis. Use this section to

provide definitions, clarify meaning and terms, and provide ways to best explain terms

to those outside your organization and industry. Examples of items to include may be

acronyms like FSMA and PSR, or pathogens such as E. coli and Salmonella.

Crisis Appendix (documentation) - Coombs (2019) recommends providing an

appendix for your CCP to supplement any of the previously listed sections. This can

include material such as extended lists and contact information for subject matter

experts, additional templates for media relations efforts, and details about your

organization’s social or digital media accounts that may be used to communicate during

the crisis. It is also useful to create and include an evaluation form, which can be used

after a crisis event to evaluate how the plan was helpful and what changes can be made

to improve it for use in the future.

Whatever you include in this section, be sure it is useful and helpful for the crisis you are

planning for - information in this area should enhance and add value to your plan, not

be a place to store documents that may or may not be helpful.

Digital or Hard Copy?

While the experts are not yet unanimous on recommending digital crisis communication

plans over hard copies, there are some definite advantages to having your CCP be

digital. Review some of the advice from experts here: 5 reasons organizations should

digitize their crisis communications plans - Agility PR Solutions

What should you consider when determining digital or hard copy CCPs? Think about

your organization, your CMT, and what will serve you best. If your organization operates

in a heavily digital environment and has employees and stakeholders who value digital

communication, strongly consider having your plan be digital. However, if your

organization, and especially your CMT is more comfortable with hard-copy plans, go

with a printed version. Printed plans can be easily stored in three-ring binders that

allow adding and removing information when updates are needed.
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The Completed Plan

Once your crisis communication plan is complete, dedicate some time to reviewing it

and making any edits necessary to ensure the information is up-to-date and accurate.

Then, distribute a copy of it to each member of your CMT and ensure they keep it

someplace where it is easy to access when a crisis hits.

Additional Recommendations from Experts:

● Include in your crisis communication plan steps to update your organization’s

website to address the crisis. Some experts recommend creating a “dark” site - a

pre-created site that is left unpublished until a crisis emerges. Click the links

below to learn more about dark websites:

○ Recommendations for a dark website

https://www.wildernessagency.com/crisis-communications/

○ More https://socialsimulator.com/dark-sites-fad-fundamental/

○ Preparing a Dark Website for Crisis Management - LinkedIn article

● If your organization does not already use digital and social media platforms,

consider setting up social media accounts, a blog or other system where you can

quickly update information online.

● Take time at least once each year to review your CCP and make updates, edits,

and corrections.

● Conduct a crisis drill and rehearse your organization’s actions and responses

using the plan, including having designated spokespersons involved. Rehearsals

are incredibly valuable for determining where additional information and actions

may be necessary.

Conclusion

Crisis communication preparation and planning is a significant endeavor and requires

time, energy, and critical thinking. The return on this investment, however, can be

extremely high when your organization is faced with a crisis. This guide has been

designed to assist with some of the most impactful steps experts recommend using to

help organizations withstand crises - creating a crisis communication plan for a specific

crisis your organization is likely to face.

Final Reminders

These statements appear previously in this guide, but are important enough to reiterate

here:

● Remember - crisis communication plans are not step-by-step instruction guides,

but rather serve as a  reference tool for the CMT to use when your organization is

faced with a crisis.
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● Make sure after putting together a crisis plan that it does not sit on a shelf -

review it at least once a year, and a smart idea is to review it and make any

necessary edits when similar crises happen to your competitors or other

organizations in your industry.

● The process you and your organization go through in preparing and thinking

through this plan is as important as the plan itself - almost more important,

because of the experiences and learning that occur among your CMT and

organization along the way.

● Consult the textbooks listed at the beginning of this guide for additional

assistance. While they were written for academic audiences, each offers unique

information which may be helpful when developing your organization’s crisis

communication plans:

○ Coombs’ (2019) book focuses on ongoing crisis management and

emphasizes communication as a central role in an organization’s crisis

planning and preparation efforts.

○ Fearn-Banks’ (2017) book includes a chapter outlining elements of a crisis

communication plan and an accompanying workbook, which provides

examples of communication materials that might be included for specific

crisis situations.

○ Ulmer, Sellnow, and Seeger’s (2019) book includes several excellent case

studies of crisis communications successes and failures, several of which

are from the food and agriculture sector.
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Resources Page

Academic textbooks

● Coombs, W. T. (2019). Ongoing crisis communication: Planning, managing,

and responding, 5th ed. Sage.

● Fearn-Banks, K. (2017). Crisis communications: A casebook approach, 5th ed.

Routledge.

● Ulmer, R. R., Sellnow, T. L.,  & Seeger, M. W. (2019). Effective crisis

communication: Moving from crisis to opportunity, 4th ed. Sage.

Other Resources

● Melissa Agnes’ - Crisis Management Strategist, https://melissaagnes.com/

○ Crisis resources https://melissaagnes.com/crisis-ready-resources/

○ Agnes, M. (2018). Crisis ready: Building an invincible brand in an

uncertain world. (book)

● Cannon, K. J. Food Safety Crisis Communication Presentation - Cannon,

published at the Food Safety Resource Clearinghouse

https://foodsafetyclearinghouse.org/

● Centers for Disease Control and Prevention – Crisis and Emergency Risk

Communication (CERC) Preparedness and Response Resources

https://emergency.cdc.gov/cerc/resources/index.asp

● Crisis Management Resources hub from Routledge Publishing

● Hootsuite – On Using Social Media for Crisis Communication

https://blog.hootsuite.com/social-media-crisis-communication/

● Risk and Crisis Communication: When Things Go Wrong – authored by Ricky

Telg, Ph.D. https://edis.ifas.ufl.edu/publication/WC093 University of Florida’s

Institute of Food and Agricultural Sciences.
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